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ACROSS  1 *she’s a full member (init. ED)  7 pottery 10 Train company (abbrev) 11 *Hilliard, *Hulley, or*Middleton 12 disguises 15 sums up 16 German City or River 18 * He contributed “Gershswin”to JOT  (init.) 19 famous english playwright(initials) 20 heavenly body 22 __ the crow flies 23 *control of wavering pitches onvarious AR voices 26 hurrah! 27 a charge card 28 london ___ orchestra 30 *He contributes humour andJOT classical music 34 alphabet letter (is for victory) 35 do re _? fa so la ti do 36 world united organization 37 *Bev’s mate (init.) 39 Medical person (abbrev) 41 horse speak 43 kind, polite, attractive 44 * (fill in the blanks) _LIFF_EBB (member) 45 *AR voice used to imitatechurch bells 47 identify as male 48 moral excellence 51 yes or __ 52 type of fish 53 a type of light 54 abnormal self esteem 55 life or death medical area(abbrev) 56 type of engine 58 sold 60 impede 61 European Country 64 *ms.Wyke’s initials 65 wind dir. 66 fourteenth alphabet letter 67 star of ___ (Israeli flag symbol)

DOWN  1 type of tree  2 Noah’s ___  3 operating room personnel(abbrev)  4 the lowest amount or possibility  5 gambling chances  6 repugnant  7 *button in the AR orchestralsection containing 11 to 13voices  8 much __ about nothing  9 sea eagles 13 counsel or opinion offered 14 gargled or cleaned with amouthwash 17 *voice in (AR orchestral) PianoSection 19 *an AR administrator 21 the first two vowels 24 a sheepish comment 25 fifteenth letter of the alphabet(pluralized)

 29 whirlwinds off the faeroeislands 31 abbreviate “room” 32 * see 19 down 33 a door that has been removed 38 listen to (obey) 40 *one of ARG newer members(or a type of trout) 42 frozen water 44 a small district in Switzerland 46 insulted (visually) in the 80’s? 49 a royal authority 50 french “ones” 52 third letter of the alphabet 54 two, four and six are__numbers 57 * a Boyd’s initials 59 used instead of fingerprintstoday 62 us 63 *Duffy


